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In the saving of waste wood, it is sought already, in` 
connection with the sawing of logs into planks, boards 
and so forth, to undertake to some extent a sorting of the 
wood according to certain quality standards. In this 
connection, however, one does not aim at any special use 
of the wood. However, if a window manufacturer, for 
example, is called upon to procure w-ood `of a certain 
quality, he has to select what can be used for` the manu 
facture of the window and then iind any suitable use for 
the waste which necessarily is included in the wood' 
selected regardless of quality selected. If the window 
manufacturer is unable to use the normally arising waste, 
he is compelled to select a higher grade of wood but 
then at a considerably higher price. 
The present invention relates to a method of manu 

facturing boards, from which wooden articles can be 
manufactured, which consist of a plurality of pieces 
jointed together. The invention is principally charac 
terized in that an initial material for example in the form 
of logs, is divided into pieces, suitably in the form of 
lengths which are sorted into groups with respect to sur 
face quality similarities in such manner that each in 
dividual group will contain lengths having an equal num 
ber of faces free from defects after which a composite 
larticle or board-like structure is produced by jointing to 
gether lengths belonging to one or diiferentgroups. The 
lengths are oriented into relative positions before the 
jointing operation such as to cause the composite article 
to exhibit one or more non-defective external surfaces. 
The invention may also be modified in that lengths 

having defective external surfaces but‘h'aving non~defec 
tive , portions extending along a plane parallel, for ex 
ample, with any one of their faces, are oriented and 
jointed together in such a way as to cause said planes to 
coincide on a common plane through the composite vboard 
like structure after which the board-like structure is 
severed along this plane into` parts which exhibit non 
defective external surfaces. ’ ` . 

The invention makes it possible to make use of wood 
which is very inferior in quality and cheaper to procure 
instead of having to use high-quality board. Because 
of the low purchase~price the loss‘of material arising in 
the sawing of boards, planks or the like into smaller units 
may be ignored. When sawing up the initial material its 
quality need not be taken into consideration. » 
The sorting according to the invention may be eiïected 

manually or automatically, entirely or in part, or by a 
combination of both methods/_1 > y ' ¿~ . _, l' 

The invention is shown in the accompanying drawings 
illustrating embodiments of the invention and in which 
Fig. 1 is illustrative of how lengths are sorted, oriented 
and jointed together according to the invention for sub 
sequent treatment; and Figs. 2 to 4 are illustrative of 
how waste wood can be saved by using the invention in 
conjunction with the sawing of boards from logs. 

Fig. l shows four groups A, B, C, D of lengths or 
pieces sorted according to quality. The lengths are l 
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shown in en'dv'vise views, Group A comprises lengths 
with one knotless long side, group B lengths with two 
knotless' opposite long sides, group C lengths with two 
knotless adjacent sides, and group D comprises lengths 
with knotty sides and corner edges; In the examples 

j shown the lengths of groups A, B, and C, have square 
' cross-sectional shape, whereas the lengths of group D 
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have a rectangular cross-sectional shape. l 
Group A comprises three lengths 1, 2, 3 each having 

one knotless side 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The knots 
are designated by 7, 8, 9 in all of the lengths of this 
group. Each side so designated may have one or more 
knots distributed over the side surface. The lengths may, 
however, be knotless in one of more intermediate sec- 
tional' planes. After the lengths have been sorted into 

,l groups, as stated,lthe production is continued in four 
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steps, I‘, II, III, IV in each group. In the first step I in 
group A, the lengths are oriented so that the _knotless 
sides are turned in one and the same direction,~that 
is to say upwardly in the ligure, and lso as to be lying in 

, the same horizontal plane, the sides of the lengths pre 
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senting the knots 8 being turned downwardly. Then fol 
lows the second production step Il, during which the 
ylengths in their positions thus oriented, are glued together 
into 'a board-like structure or block, wherein the joint 

. surfaces will contain the knots 7, 9, as will appear from 
' the figure.y The glue having set, the block is to be-sawn 
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into boards or slabs'of a suitable thickness, the Asaw cuts 
10, 1'1 being positioned in step III in planes which yield 
as far as possible knotless surfaces. The sawing opera 
tion is illustrated in step IV, three boards or slabs 12, 

y ` 13, 14 being thus'obtained from the block, member 12 is 
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knotless throughout, member 13 is entirely knotless on 
both of its large sides while having knots 7, 9 on the 
narrow sides and within, whereas member 14 is knotless 
on its upper side and on the narrow sides thereof while 
presenting knots 8 on its under side. Thus entirely 
serviceable final products of good and excellent quality 
are obtained from the rather inferior original material 
1, 2, 3. - 
The lengths of'group B are denoted by 15, 16,17. 

These lengths have two knotless opposite sides v18, 19 and 
20, 21 and 22, 23, respectively. The knots are here 
designated by 24 and 25 in all lengths of the group; In 
the first step I the lengths are oriented as in group A, 
so that the knotless sides 19, 21, 23 and 18, 20„v 22,` 
respectively, coincide on a common plane, the sides19, 
21, 23 then facing upwardly. After that, the lengths 15, 
16, 17 are glued together into a plank-like or board-like 
structure with thevknotty sides jointed to one-another. 
From this structure it is desired, for instance, to obtain 
two coarse boards each with one knotless surface.4 To 
attain this, the structure or block is sawn on a plane Z6 
extending-through the knots 24, 25. In this way the 
desired coarse boards 27, 28 with a knotless upper side' 
are obtained. In‘the actual case, however,'the block may 
be sawn up in any other suitable manner, for instance 
on either'sides of the knots, along the dotted planes 29, 
30 if other board dimensions are desired. _ ` 

vGroup C comprises the lengths 31, 32, 33 which _have 
two adjacent knotless sides 34, 35 and 36, 37 and 38, 39, 
respectively. The knots of all lengths within the group 
are designated by 4i) and 41. The lengths are iirst ori 
ented so that the knotless sides 35, 37, 39 will face up` 
wardly. The sides 34, 36, 38, which are also knotless, 
would then be turned to the left, and the` glued board-like 
structure or block would present a knotty right-hand side. 
To avoid this, the length 33 is turned so that the knotless 
side thereof is.` disposed to the right, that is to say in an 
outward direction.> The lengths are then glued together 

, in the ordinary manner to form a board-like ‘structure’ or 
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block which can be sawn up on the planes 32, 43, three 
boards 44, 4S, 46 being thus obtained, of which 44 is 
knotless throughout, 45 shows knotless large and narrow 
sides, and 46 presents knotless narrow sides'and one k~not~> 
less large side. 
Group D comprises the lengths 47, 48, 49. These aref 

oriented in step I so that their middle planes S2, 53, 54 
located between the knotty portions 50, 51 will substan 
tially coincide. The lengths are glued together into a 
block whichis then sawn on the common section plane 
55 formed by said first-mentioned section planes, two 
boards 56, 57 4being thus obtained that presentoneknot 
less large side. 
One and the same object'may also be‘composed ofl 

lengths belonging to two or more of the groups above` 
mentioned. 
According to the invention, the saw-cut-surfaces may. 

be of any arbitrary shape, as> long as the ñnal product 
obtains the desired outline, the lengths being then suit 
ably oriented so that an external surface as knotless asv 
possible is obtained, whereby boards with an outer knot 
less, surface, for instance for window and door frames,l 
may be produced from a starting material that could 
never be used otherwise for this purpose in view of the 
nature of the surface thereof. 

Furthermore, it is possible according to the inventiony 
to utilize waste wood resulting from sawing up logs into 
boards. Fig. 2 shows a cross section of a log 58 sawn 
into boards. Because of the roundness» of the log the 
uppermost and lowermost boards obtain chamfered 
edges, so-called wanes, as will appear from the‘board59. 
The wanesV are sawn oiî in forming the edges' of the 
boards. In most cases these sawn~olî wanes are con 
sidered asapure waste, generally- calledV ribs. However, 
these ribs may be worked so as to present a-triangular 
shape in cross section, as will be seen from. Fig. 3, which! 
shows the wane ̀60 on an enlarged scale after having been 
shaped, the'broken line indicating the original contour. 

Fig. 4 shows-how these worked triangular ribs should 
be oriented relatively to each other for ybeing glued to»Y 
gether into blocks or possiblyY into finished boards. The 
sides presenting knots 621are turned to face one another~ 
and are glued together. To provide the ñnal shape of a 
board the chamfered outer edges of the board are cut 
olî along` the broken lines 63 and 64. In the manner 
indicated, waste may thus be made use of -for manufac 
turing a good ygrade of lumber. 
The portions of the boards 59 remaining after theV 

wanes 60, 61 have been sawn oñ may constitute the` 
starting material for producing the lengths shown in' 
Fig. 1. At ñrst long lists are produced by sawing upî 
the boards along mutually parallel planes extending at 
right angles to _the large sides. Such listsmayl for„in- 
stance have a> cross section of the dimensions 20.by 50 
mm. After sorting and removing those lists, which ¿have? 
knotless large sides and/or narrow sides along their 
whole length, the remaining lists are cut into lengths;` 
for instance 500 mm., which are then sorted in the man-` 
ner described. Those lengths which have no knotless 
side, may be split along a longitudinal knotless middle. 
plane and/or cut off centrally between its ends, so that. 
at least one half obtains a knotless utilizable surface. 
The :jointing of the lengths may be etfectedbyl gluing 

and/or rabbeting. In the manufacture of'ñoor boards, 
for example, it is suitable to'displace the lengths mu 
tually in their'longitudinal direction, so that the end 
joints between the lengths form a surface pattern suited 
to the board. . 

Products according to the invention need not neces 
sarily be composed of material in the »form of lengths as 
an initial material of >any other shape may be used'. By 
using an initial material which is suitable for the pur-l 
p_ose,` articles of any desired> shapeimayf‘bez produced.. 
By dividingthelengths in themannerrabovedescribed 
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into a plurality of groups of mutually equivalent lengths, 
a far-carried rationalization is attained for the purpose 
of utilizing as far as possible the available wood, the 
various groups of lengths permitting of selecting lengths 
for the manufacture of objects, which fulfill different 
requirements with respect to sound surfaces and the num 
ber of knotless surfaces. 

Individing an unsorted supply of boards into lengths 
and in sorting the lengths into groups according to the 
invention, the. number of lengths inthe various groups 
will obviously be inversely proportional to the number 
of sound surfaces ron the lengths, so that the group where 
inthelengths have only one non-deñective surface, will 
contain‘the greatest number of lengths, whereas the group 
wherein the lengths have three or four sound surfaces, 
has the least number of lengths. This distribution of the 
number of bars over the various groups will in practice 
be directly proportional to the demand for lengths hav 
ing one or- more sound surfaces. 

What; is i claimed is: 
l: A- method of manufacturingl wooden boards from“ 

waste-wood which comprises, providing individual lengths 
of woodïall of a‘given form, of equal overall thickness, 
andievenlyitrimmed, sorting the lengths into a plurality» 
of separate groupsl according to surface characteristicsv 
withaeach group‘consisting of` an arbitrary number of 
lengths .but all lengths= within an individual groupeach` 
havingan equal number-of faces free of surface defects, 
bondingathe lengths appertaining to each` individual group 
separately along their longitudinal edges to form a single 
layer of material forming a board-like structureof uni 
form` thickness, before. bonding disposing the lengths in 
sucht-a.` manner thatthey individually present at least 
onew non-defectiveface in a common direction and with 
the.' defects disposed substantially in common transverse 
planes.- of said board-structure,l cutting ̀ the board-structure` 
irra;transverseïdirection and along: the full length thereof 
along. selected planes thereby to form a plurality of 
boardsiof selected thicknessessome of which are free'of 
defectsand others'having the defects in common planes. 

2.. A method of manufacturing wooden boardsfrom 
waste wood which comprises, providing individual lengths 
ofi wood or even length all of a given form, of equal. 
overall thickness, and evenly trimmed, sorting the lengths 
into. a. plurality of separate groups according to surface 
characteristics with each group consisting of an arbitrary 
number of lengths. but all lengths within an individual 
grOupz-each; having an equal number of faces free of 
surface'def‘ects, bonding the lengths appertaining to each 
individual. group separately along their longitudinal` edges 
to forma-singlerlayer of material forming a `board-like 
structureA of:uniform thickness, ‘before bonding disposingr 
thenlength's in such a mannerthat they individually pre 
s’cntratzleast one; non-defective face in a common direc 
tion and with the defects disposed substantially in com 
monçtransverse planes of said board-structure, cutting the 
board-.structure in a transverse direction and along the 
full length. thereof" along! selected planes corresponding 
withrnon-.defective and defective'portions intermediate of 
the outer faces of the board-like structure thereby‘to form 
a.:plura1ityf of boards' of selected’thicknesses some of 
which are free of defects-and others having the defects in 

f common planes. 
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